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Modeling cardiac tissue at multiple scales for Bayesian inversion

Motivation

Creating a cardiac digital twin entails a big leap in personalized medicine: 

Cardiac arrhythmia can be tracked and predicted

Treatments can be tested without human risks

Bayesian inversion offers a framework for parameter inference

The multiscale nature of cardiac activity

AIM

Appropriate and computationally cheap mathematical model for cardiac digital twin

Contraction of the heart at the macroscopic scale… … is governed by ionic currents at microscopic scale.

Numerical simulations

Different mathematical models for cardiac electrophysiology are 

available for running simulations.

CHALLENGES

Make computations cheap → realtime simulations

Keep results interpretable → informative parameters

Multiscale timestepping

Use machine learning to understand
dynamics of detailed model

Correlate with
dynamics of coarse

model

Alternate timestepping with
detailed and coarse model 

during simulation

Include in 
Bayesian
inversion

framework

Figure 4: Schematic of the subcellular, ionic processes that

underly depolarization of the cell membrane. Figure from [4].
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Figure 2: Whole heart simulation of cardiac electrophysiology in 

the ventricles, whith coloring according to the voltage level. 

Figure generated with openCARP [2].

Bayesian inversion

During the Bayesian inversion process, many simulations are run to 

find the underlying model parameters.
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Figure 3: Snapshot of simulation at tissue 

level. Yellow color represents depolarized

cells. Figure adapted from [3].

Figure 1: A digital twin is a computer model 

that mimics our heart. Figure from [1].

Each model has specific variables 𝒖 and parameters 𝑃.
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